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November 1, 2013	
  
From:
Secretary
Global Energy Parliament
Dear Sir or Madam,
We are submitting herewith for your consideration the resolutions for a
sustainable global economy from the fifth Global Energy Parliament.
The fourth international session was convened on September 22, 2013 at the
Nehru Centre, Indian High Commission of UK, London. Thirteen resolutions
were passed by the members for building a sustainable global economy with
contributions from many sectors, including education, health and law.
Of these, five resolutions emerge as areas of special focus, which the members
have resolved to recommend to every nation’s government as well as the United
Nations:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Initiate a new stabilized golden paper currency;
Redefine profit and loss away from speculation and
gambling in the stock markets;
Curtail the power and scope of the private banking sector;
Introduce a new form of education using a new vision of
inner and outer wealth that will result in sustainable behaviours and
a sustainable economy;
Conduct scientific studies in order to develop cultural
standards of good food, good literature and good art.

The world needs strong leadership for a true and lasting economic reform, and
these measures alone will achieve this goal.
Therefore on behalf of the Members of the Global Energy Parliament, I
hereby submit these recommendations for your consideration. A report of the
session is also enclosed.
Yours faithfully,
Dr. M.R. Thampan
Secretary
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Resolutions of the 4th Global Energy Parliament, September 2013
“Sustainable Economics”
I. Acknowledging that economic instability and economic unsustainability are
due to some specific factors, including:
a. Rapidly changing value of currencies or exchange rates;
b. The hoarding of gold, currency and goods rather than their
transaction;
c. The easy reproducibility of currency, causing a surge in counterfeit
money production;
Further convinced that:
a. Gold is an internationally understood measure of wealth;
b. Gold is a good conductor and supports the flow of positive energy in
the human system;
The GEP unanimously recommends that:
a. All nations of the world share one universal unit of currency based on gold;
b. Global market agree on a standard, fixed value of gold, without fluctuation;
and
c. Gold be used in the ink of the universal currency notes making the value of
the note the same as the value of the gold used.
II. Acknowledging that certain practices in banking and the financial sector
have led to risky behaviours resulting in a rapidly fluctuating market and in
large-scale crashes;
Emphasizing that speculation, projection and stock markets have changed the
basis for value away from tangible goods, products and services and towards
value based on imagination and gambling;
Convinced that sale and trading has been based on nature’s gifts rather than on
human effort and production (e.g., the commoditization of space, air, water,
earth, etc.);
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The GEP unanimously recommends that:
a. ‘Profit’ be redefined according to dharmic1 and humane principles
- Not applying to speculation or gambling;
- Applying only to the human energy added to a gift of nature, not in its
raw form.
b. Governments work to reduce and eventually prohibit the commoditization
and sale of inner and outer natural gifts, and
c. Until the time that the sale of natural gifts is prohibited, their trade should
be standardized in a humane and universal way;
d. Outer gifts should be evaluated with the same criteria as inner gifts.
III. Asserting that business and banks are taking risks resulting in unsustainable
practices, especially unsecured loans;
Acknowledging that private-sector banking has diluted accountability and
transparency and contributed to great economic upheavals;
The GEP unanimously agrees that:
a. Public-sector banking should be increased and private banking reduced;
b. Loans should be given only with proper security.
c. In the case of low-income applicants who cannot provide security, banks
should give unsecured loans as part of corporate social responsibility. The
amount dedicated toward this scheme must be calculated such that if the loans
were not to be repaid, it would not topple the institution.
IV. Asserting that beliefs and practices about wealth and money should start
from a young age;
Emphasizing that the subjective-objective education system can train students to
have awareness of their inner wealth as well as outer wealth, and the
interconnectedness of these two;
Confirming the Global and National Energy Parliament resolutions regarding
Education from the 2012 and 2013 promoting education with an integration of
subjective and objective knowledge;

1

Applying to human thought, word and action which does not upset the energy balance in nature or living beings
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Further acknowledging that awareness of the relationship between inner and
outer wealth will change the relationship of individuals to money and power
and their choices and behaviour;
Reconfirming the economic viability of implementing subjective-objective
education in schools;
The GEP unanimously agrees that:
a. Subjective-objective integrated education be promoted in every country,
b. Teacher-training centres for “Education for Total Consciousness” be set up
in every country providing training in the subjective-objective methodology;
c. All school systems would include education about energy, the purpose of
life, inner and outer wealth, one’s relationship to the universe, one’s
relationship to wealth, one’s physical, intellectual and emotional health, and
means for maintaining and sharing peace of mind and happiness.
V. Defining the physical, intellectual and emotional health of the individual as
‘inner wealth’ and money, belongings or objects as ‘outer wealth’;
Convinced that inner wealth affects outer wealth and vice versa;
Asserting that inner wealth and outer wealth need to be balanced;
Emphasizing that the human assimilation process consists of physical,
intellectual and emotional sustenance;
Recognizing the need for definitions of good food, good literature, and good art
in society, in order to maintain inner and outer wealth;
The GEP unanimously recommends that:
a. Scientific studies on the energy of different foods and its effect on the
physical body are needed to define ‘good food’ and best practices for food
preparation and consumption;
b. Scientific studies on the effects of different forms of written literature on the
thoughts and actions of readers of all ages are needed to define ‘good
literature’ and its contribution to society;
c. Scientific studies on the effects of different arts on the emotions and
resulting behaviors of viewers/listeners of all ages are needed to define ‘good
art’ and its contribution to culture;
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d. Such guidelines for Good Food, Good Literature, and Good Art should be
introduced in society especially vis-à-vis mainstream media, education,
medical care, and professional training.
VI. Acknowledging the enormous drain on economic resources for criminal
justice and law and order;
Asserting that the economics of law and justice can be balanced only when a
system is introduced in which crime is prevented and individuals are treated,
rather than merely punished or responded to;
Convinced that political powers will respond positively when more scientific
evidence is provided about the reasons for criminal and violent behavior and
methods for reform;
Reconfirming the 2010 Resolution of the Global Energy Parliament to introduce
a system of law wherein persons convicted of a crime are regarded as suffering
a disease, and the disease is effectively diagnosed and treated within the legal
system;
Confirming the preliminary steps taken in France on the Global Energy
Parliament Human Legal Research Project on the same;
The GEP unanimously recommends that:
a. Governments in all countries introduce methods inside the legal system
wherein criminals are assessed, diagnosed and treated for their specific
imbalance;
b. Police and legal training include the philosophy of energy and human inner
wealth and its imbalances;
c. Politicians and bureaucrats also be educated in the concept of internal and
external wealth.
VII. Realizing the importance of workers’ happiness on national and global
economics;
Re-emphasizing the need for creative expression, research and experimentation
in childhood in order to carry it out in adulthood;
Convinced that individuals who have been allowed to have sufficient time to
creatively experiment are more happy and productive members of society;
Confirming the resolutions regarding Education from 2012 session of the Global
Energy parliament and the 2012 National Energy Parliament of India and 2013
and the National Energy Parliament of France, in which creative means of
expression were resolved to be a required component of the education process;
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The GEP unanimously agrees that:
The means and modes for creative expression, research and experimentation
should be a required part of the syllabus in schools and universities.
VIII. Emphasizing the developmental impact of early separation of babies from
their mothers, especially for economic reasons of having to return to work;
Convinced of the positive impact on the economy if working mothers were
provided means and support to bring children to the workplace;
The GEP unanimously resolves that:
Businesses and governments should celebrate childbirth/motherhood and
provide support by creating crèches in the work place.
IX. Understanding that a majority of the billions of dollars in the global
healthcare industry goes towards treatment, rather than prevention,
Acknowledging that many of the treatments are unnecessarily harmful and
sometimes ineffective
Acknowledging that patient and therapist education can provide a fruitful and
low-cost means of disease prevention;
The GEP unanimously recommends that:
Disease prevention methods should be increased, by way of:
a. Providing education at all ages about maintaining physical,
intellectual and mental (emotional) health;
b. Providing education at all ages about proper intake of food;
c. Providing education at all ages about the means of self-care;
d. Integrating mandatory “happiness classes” in primary school.
X. Considering that the cost of medical treatment depends on the decisions and
attitude of the healthcare workers;
Convinced that the mentality of the healthcare workers is of utmost importance
in healthcare;
Assured that an attitude of kindness and caring can result from a practitioner
who has been given training in subjective-objective integrated medical
education;
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Further assured that practitioners educated in self-development can more
effectively and efficiently treat the root of problems;
The GEP unanimously recommends that:
Medical education should be improved to include:
a. Subjective-objective integrated education, and
b. Self-development education.
XI. Confirming that the costs of biological medicine are far less financially, and
more beneficial to the patient,
The GEP unanimously recommends that:
a. The healthcare system should be changed to biological medicine.
XII. Confirming the presence of negative energy (due to self-interested motive)
in most business transactions and profit-making ventures;
Acknowledging the sacrifices of one’s inner wealth and morality in order to
make profit;
Convinced that integrity and business can co-exist;
Confirming that businesses with a service-minded approach to the environment
and humanity can increase their value and long-term sustainability;
The GEP unanimously recommends that:
a. Guidelines be introduced for every business to respect the environment and
basic humanity;
b. A portion of profits be used to reduce social inequalities and support
positive projects in the community;
c. Business practices be introduced which encourage integrity in all each
actions;
d. Business training should include humanitarian empathy, intuitive awareness,
as well as healing communication awareness;
e. Entrepreneurs make everyone, including their employees and other
businesses, more aware of their mission for benefiting the world;
f. A standard for fixing prices needs to be introduced rather than at the
discretion of individual companies;
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g. Individuals should be trained to be fluent in accounting methods to be able
to track their spending.
XIII. Confirming that internal energy and inner wealth awareness is essential to
every child and adult;
Emphasizing that meditation develops coherent brain functioning, mental
alertness, emotional calmness, physiological regulation, and long-term benefits
to all aspects of life;
The GEP unanimously recommends that:
a. Energy education should be introduced in the regular education process and
in all professional training environments;
b. Techniques for maintaining energy, such as meditation, be introduced into
all schools and work places.
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Report of the 4th Global Energy Parliament
Held at the Nehru Centre, Indian High Commission to UK, London
September 22, 2013
The fourth Global Energy Parliament was held in London on 22 September
2013 at the Indian High Commission to UK’s cultural wing, the Nehru Centre.
The function was inaugurated by Dr. M.N. Nandakumara, Executive Director,
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan of London, and the Special Address was given by Ms.
Sangeetha Bahadur IFS, Director of the Nehru Centre UK.
Dr. M.R. Thampan, Secretary of GEP (Director of Kerala State Institute of
Languages) welcomed the distinguished personalities and GEP Members
gathered for the fourth Session of the Parliament.
Dr. M.N. Nandakumara, Executive Director, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan of London
inaugurated the session by lighting a lamp, and recited a prayer for mankind to
act as one family and to work in the spirit of sacrifice and service, so that peace
would prevail.
Ms. Sangeetha Bahadur IFS, Director of the Nehru Centre UK delivered the
Special Address.

She welcomed everybody to the premises of the Nehru

Centre, expressing her expectation for productive and fruitful discussions on
redefining wealth to overcoming the financial crisis that the world is finding
itself in.
Dr. Folker Meissner, Acting Speaker of the Parliament 2013 (Chairman, GEP
Germany and Founder and Chairman of the German Academy for Energy
Medicine and Bioenergetics-DAEMBE) gave the Presidential Address. Dr.
Meissner outlined the procedures for the day’s session, and expressed his desire
to move the discussions toward resolutions that will make a lasting impact on
sustaining the global economy.
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Dr. Prem Nair, Specialist Oral Surgeon and Clinical Lead And Honorary
Lecturer Cambridge University Hospital, was presented with the GEP Award
2013 for his commitment to creating a better community economy through his
medical practice.
A book entitled “Malayathinde Asher” published by the State Institute of
Languages, Kerala on the Life and Works of Professor R.E. Asher from
Edinburough, was released by the Secretary General of GEP UK, T. Haridas,
Senior Administrator, Indian High Commission to UK.
H.H. Swami Isa, Founder of the GEP, gave the Invocation Address, in which he
provided a detailed introduction to the “I theory” and its role in creating a
sustainable world through a better scientific understanding of energy balance.
He spoke also about economic sustainability, and the need to broaden the
definition of wealth to include all aspects from knowledge to health, in order to
achieve a more realistic picture of what the global economy is, and how to
enable transactions without exploitation of human or natural resources. The
current definitions of economic success are coming at the expense of true
happiness and the earth’s resources, both of which should be considered higher
forms of wealth. Swami Isa called for a new financial system to be made based
on external and internal wealth. He called for a universal system of currency,
universal definitions of wealth, and international collaboration towards a
sustainable economy. A short video presentation was made on this topic.
Swami Isa’s submission to the Parliament was then presented formally to the
members of Parliament. To achieve a sustainable global economy, Swamiji put
for the following proposals:
1. To address the immediate problem of counterfeit notes which have the risk of
being produced by individuals or governments, a universal currency based on a
universal and unchanging rate of gold should be in use. The gold should be
printed directly on the bank notes in the same value as the note represents.
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2. The public needs to be more aware about financial and economic issues and
those relating to wealth.

All countries should collaborate on objective-

subjective integrated education and programmes to increase economic literacy.
3. Measures to preserve physical, emotional and thought purity will maintain
internal wealth. Therefore scientific guidelines for Good Health, Good Literature
and Good Culture should be developed.
4. Businesses should rethink their goals and define profit according to humane
and dharmic principles, resulting in long-term sustainability for themselves.
5. Natural resources should be considered as outer wealth and it should be
prohibited to commodify raw resources and derive profit from them. Only
human energy or technology should be made profitable.
6. To avoid problems such as those that are still being experienced as a result of
mistakes from the US stock and housing market, there should be greater federal
oversight on banking in general and loan practices.
There were fourteen submissions made by Members of the Global Energy
Parliament in a variety of topics, followed by a Question Period, and passing of
Resolutions.
Details of the member’s submissions are given hereunder:

Health
Dr. Folker Meissner, Medical Doctor and Chairman, GEP Germany and
Founder and Chairman of the German Academy for Energy Medicine and
Bioenergetics-DAEMBE and Chairman of GEP Germany, gave his suggestions
for achieving a sustainable future for healthcare. The short-term focus in the
healthcare industry on profit and treatment of symptoms results in longer term
costs down the line for everybody. “When you receive a health session for
prevention, it's maybe 50 GBP, but if you need a new organ, you have to add
some more zeroes, and you end up in 50,000 or 500,000 GBP.” He explained
the effect of patient thinking patterns on the health, and on how to retrain
patients out of negative thinking patterns that result in disease. He also spoke
from his experience in training therapists to more effectively deal with the
person and the disease.
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His proposals to Parliament were: 1) Integrate mandatory study of philosophy
(philanthropy) in medical education; 2) Integrate personal development in
medical education; 3) Train and support patients to achieve self responsibility to
prevent them from becoming patients at all; 4) Focus on prevention rather than
profit or treatment; 5) Integrate "Happiness" as mandatory classes in
kindergarten and grade 1.
Dr. Uwe Reuter, Medical Director, Im LEBEN Clinic, Greiz, Germany presented
“The Wealth of Health: How It Can Contribute to a Sustainable Economy.” He
shared his views that health is higher than financial wealth. The majority of
money for healthcare is being spent on standard therapies, which arguably do
not create better health. For breast cancer alone, in one year Europeans spend 1
billion Euros on chemotherapy, with positive results only part of the time.
Further, a culture of fear and stress is created. Biological medicine is an
alternative that, according to Dr. Reuter, says “Yes to life.” Treatment costs in
biological medicine are 10% of standard therapy. More importantly, biological
medicine does not only treat the “tip of the iceberg” problems, but the
underlying issues as well, which lead to disease. He discussed the individual’s
need for connection to one’s self, society and the universe at large which are
missing and can lead to diseases, especially cancer.
Dr. Reuter proposed that if more countries use biological medicine as their main
source of healthcare, treatment costs will be reduced, and over time more
diseases will be prevented. In addition, people will be happier, more secure and
more integrated members of society.
Law
James Carr, Barrister, 4 Breams Buildings, London (UK), spoke from his
experience as a criminal barrister about the economics of UK’s crime. In 2012
alone the cost of crime was 7.7 % of Britain’s Gross Domestic Product. Dealing
with the effects of murder alone, in one year, costs the UK 1.3 billion pounds.
He said that GEP’s Human Legal Research Project, which promotes a change in
legal perspective toward viewing those who have committed a crime as having
a disease and providing treatment, would be very effective in promoting a
sustainable system and in reducing the amount of cost to society, both
financially and otherwise.
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He argued that there are political reasons why criminal behaviour as disease
doesn’t make its way into the lexicon, and that is because of the fear of being
perceived as “soft on crime.” If enough of the society calls for a change in
language, then the political powers could do something about it. On the
individual level, he noted that the way that every person lives their day-to-day
life also goes about in perpetuating or in stopping violence and crime, for
example shouting in traffic or being violent with children. He noted that all of
this goes to create an idea of separateness, rather than unity, and it also
promotes in very young children a desensitization to fear, which has been
medically proven to be a contributing factor to committing crime later in life.
To reduce society’s burden to pay the price of criminality, Mr Carr proposed
that we motivate our politicians to change the language of criminality, and we
can also change our own behaviour and ideas of separateness.
Suresh Unnikrishnan, Advocate and Founder, Krish Morgan Law (UK), gave a
legal perspective on the wastage of money and human life in legal battles that
leads to economic problems. He gave three examples from his own experience
practising in India and UK, including the garment weavers in Tamil Nadu who
suffered severely after a redefinition of a word caused them to be included in a
higher tax bracket, and a lawyer representing the battling communities who said
he had earned 800 million (80 crore) Indian rupees for conducting the cases.
Britain also was involved in legal battles for deportation, for example, involving
enormous sums of money that are much more than the amount which had
caused the original problem.
Law Enforcement
A.V. Subba Rao, Former Director General of Police, Kerala (India), discussed the
power of Swami Isa’s definition of energy as vibration, and how important the
vibrations of thoughts are in creating the kind of world we live in. Averting
another global financial disaster, he said, relies on changing the type of thought
energy that people have and converting negative thoughts into positive ones. It
has to start with educating children from a young age, and Mr. Rao proposed
that Swami’s “Education for Total Consciousness,” which is successful in this
area, should be spread in more countries and parts of the world.
Addressing the area of Law & Order, Mr. Rao agreed with James Carr about the
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burden to taxpayers and the Exchequer for dealing with crime. He said that
police are largely incident-driven. If they were trained to be rather issue-driven
and proactive, acting as mentors rather than enforcers, much damage can be
averted—financially and socially. He proposed that the future police should go
through training in retreat setting to gain this type of sensitivity and awareness of
energy as is being given by the Global Energy Parliament, and to gain a
proactive viewpoint and tools.
Economy
Jean-Francois Noubel, Founder of the Collective Intelligence Research Institute
& Member of Meta Currency Project (France) presented the research work he
and his colleagues are doing to understand wealth, and to design tools and
technologies that allow cultures to create economies on broader principles of
wealth. Using the internet, mobile phones and easy-to-use tools, he says
communities are collaborating on creating a new future that doesn’t depend on
money.
Our normal definition of wealth is very limited and does not easily translate
from one culture to another, said Mr. Noubel. But universal wealth is
acknowledged by everyone, and has the same three aspects: beauty, truth and
goodness. A new language of wealth is needed. CIRI has mapped wealth
extensively and in a simplified way, this “Integral Wealth” which embodies
wealth across the whole spectrum. Integral wealth can be broken up into three
categories: movable wealth (commodities, etc.), measurable wealth
(quantifiable things of value such as blood pressure, or turnover in an office),
and acknowledgeable wealth (subjective things one values, as in my feelings of
pleasure or the trust with my community). Movable wealth is the smallest,
measurable is larger, and acknowledgeable wealth is the largest. Based on
these principles of integral wealth, his team and others like them are working
with different global communities to define what is their wealth and create their
own economies that don’t need money (for example, Bitcoin).
Mr. Noubel ended by reading his “Vow of Wealth”: a personal commitment one
can take to welcome wealth in all forms and participate in bringing wealth to
others.
Dr. Joy K. Joseph, Professor of Business Studies, Glyndwr University, London
(UK), presented “Financial Discipline for the Global Family,” a plan for helping
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individuals to achieve financial discipline, and avoid becoming victims of
knowing or unknowing moves by corporations or government to exploit people
financially. A huge amount of money is already being spent to pay fines or
repay consumers, such as the 13 billion pounds that UK banks have set aside for
PPI compensation, 10.5 million pounds in a fine that the SSE energy supplier
had to pay for discrepancies in the sale of gas and electricity, and 4.5 million
pounds that EDF Energy had to pay to customers in 2012. Dr. Joseph proposed
that if consumers are more aware of how they spend their money, and where
it’s going, mistakes like this can be avoided. He proposed a daily tracking
system to record expenses, and has developed a tool for that.
In summary, Dr. Joseph called for more national regulation on corporations and
banks, and for greater personal regulation of finances. Together, they make one
step toward a more balanced economy.
Business
Lynne Carr, Founder, Alignment Works (UK) shared her work to help struggling
businesses in the current economic climate to envision their organization as a
matrix of energy, connected to all of the people who come into it. Using energy
technologies she helps them to identify blockages that stand in their way of
achieving their vision and works with them to remove them. It ultimately
requires that the business has to re-connect with its leader’s vision statement for
how the business will bring good into the world, resolve past issues, fears and
conflicts, remove the beliefs that lead to “war for business,” place value on each
human being that is connected to the business, and commit every action with
integrity.
“My vision is that everyone in the world of business and commerce becomes
spiritually connected through their business, making every email, meeting and
financial transaction carried out in total integrity as an act of healing in the
world,” she said. “The possibility is there. People are already creating a positive
way to do business and practicing this every minute of every day.”
Julien Gueguen-Carroll, Advocate and Founder of G-C Avocats Law Firm
(France) presented his ideas for sustainable business practices, based on the
business model for the real estate website, Solihome. This business model works
from the basic belief that money does not equal happiness, and that the major
environmental and social problems have come about because the gap between
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the rich and poor are growing wider and wider. He said that rather than only
focusing on profit, businesses should look to redistribute their wealth, using
their income for the benefit of people and the environment. He called this a
“happiness business.”
Jo Manuel, Founder of The Special Yoga Ltd, London (UK), shared her
experiences running a charitable business in a competitive market, based on the
principles, as she said, “of service and love.” Her business model is based on
giving, rather than receiving, and she believes that this service-mindedness is
what will make all business flourish in the future. “People need to learn that in
giving you receive, and you don’t give in order to receive, but you just give.”
Her ultimate aim is to find a business solution to a social problem, create a
model that others can follow, and let “service spread like a wild fire,” she said.
“If we can be that pillar in community, and being of service really makes a
difference, we can change the world."
Education
Dr. K.A.H. Mirza, Hon. Senior Lecturer and Consultant Adolescent Psychiatrist
at the Institute of Psychiatry, Kings College, London, presented “Creating a
Sustainable Economy: Our Children Hold the Key.” He expressed his belief that
"children are the best wealth, because they are our future."
“Early experiences sculpt the human brain and in many ways define who we
are,” said Dr. Mirza. “The rational part of the brain is formed after birth, and if it
is damaged through abuse or neglect, it has a profound impact on later life,” he
said. Early childhood experiences of compassion, appreciation, love, hope and
security are very crucial to a human’s full development.
Dr. Mirza proposed that more schools should include daily mindfulness
meditation aimed at improving alertness, compassion and being in tune with the
nature; appreciative inquiry to help children discover their skills; and
techniques to help visualize their dreams. In addition to these, he argued for
entrepreneurial skills and basic economic education to be introduced in schools
so as to empower students to operate in a sustainable economy. Through these
approaches, “a child can be someone who realizes the inner wealth in him or
herself, and feel connected to the world,” said Dr. Mirza.
Seethalakshmy Ananthanarayanan, Adult Education Tutor, South London
College (UK) spoke about her experiences with Kundalini Yoga as a form of
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informal education about personal energy and universal energy, and the power
of positive thought in creating change. As an educator for adults, she gave her
support to the idea of “Education for Total Consciousness” and especially
starting with children from a young age, providing the knowledge about energy
and one’s relation with the universe. This would go a long way in creating the
notion in society that abundance is everywhere and there is no need for
violence and greed.
Paul Grout, Founder, Creative Flow Evolution Programme (UK) gave a proposal
for an educational programme to be introduced into schools, wherein students
would have more support for developing creative skills, which would empower
them to contribute more meaningfully to society.
Closing Ceremony
After the question period and passing of the above-mentioned Resolutions, the
Closing Ceremony commenced with K. Mohan, Chairman of GEP UK,
ceremoniously presenting new members with their Membership cards.

All

members present were administered the GEP Pledge.
GEP’s “Economic Literacy Project” was inaugurated by A.V. Subba Rao IPS,
former Director General of Police of Kerala (India). The project is intended to be
the first step for bringing to the broader public the ideas presented at this
session, increasing their awareness about economy and a broader definition of
wealth.
The General Secretary of GEP UK Organizing Committee, T. Haridas, expressed
his appreciation for the energy bestowed upon the city by this great event, and
moved to form a National Energy Parliament for the United Kingdom and
conduct its first session in autumn 2014.
Cultural Session
A cultural session followed the programme in an evening on the display of “The
Wealth of Sounds and Forms,” as Chris Puleston and his entourage of 8
musicians including tabla player Manoj Shiva, enraptured the audience. The
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music was followed by a performance of South Indian Classical Dance and folk
dance, displaying the wealth of various forms of culture.
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